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ABSTRACT 
 
Alaska represents a geomorphic frontier, where extreme collisional tectonics drive the rapid rise of North 
America's highest topography hundreds of kilometers inland of the continental margin. This topographic 
growth is achieved via seismogenic dislocation of southern Alaskan lithosphere along the Denali Fault 
system. A fraction of this dislocation results in indentation of the continental interior north of the Denali 
Fault, as evidenced by mountainous terrain developed above a series of north-vergent folds and faults 
collectively termed the northern Alaska Range thrust system. Across this system, rates of crustal 
deformation and the associated landscape response are poorly constrained. This talk will highlight recent 
research linking earthquakes, rock uplift, fluvial incision, and climatic change across the northern Alaska 
Range thrust system since late-Pleistocene time.  
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